
near Jim, 	Re; Levi to Shaheen 4/26176 

= have marked the .opy you got free Shaheen so that I can u. e i in writing and 

discuss it with you when you want to. I've started an OeR file in the new file I am 

creating for writing and have it filed there. 

iet us be grateful for bureaucrats who create phoney records and write thee self-

servingly! 

The first three matters in his geaf three we can address definitively and other 

than the OPR report does, opposite it. And best of ale in giving us a handle free the 

same records. Al'_ the work I've done en them is appropriate to this. I  

I can see the bureaucrats' answer, but appropriate as a handle is the third "mat-

ter," "whether there is any new evidence which has come to the attention of the Depart-
ment concerning the assassination of Dr. eine which should De dealt with by the appropriate 

a thorities;" 

This has the traditional built-in conclusion that all was honest an thorough in the 

original investigation. 

Limiting it to "new evidence" is the cop-put. This means in the files only and after 

the guilty-plea only. 

Teie also espeaias what ha e other explanations, the aesenoe of any roeerence to 

Frame-111 an the evidentiary hearing and the civils suits. Axone the latter there 19.  

"new evidence" in L:.e. 75-1996 and with the AUBA there and DJ the defendant it in safe 

to assume that it "has come to the attention of the Department." 

There is the Harris matter, never referred to. In their lingo it is "new." 

There is the Ilia "newness" in terms of the Department's pretense, that there are 

pictures of the crioe and were other suspects. The FBI told the lawyers and swore in 

court that it had neith,r, hence both are "new" to the Department. 

Cleo new is what I have spotted that have filed under "hot paper." Iou know I have 

always had that in mind, from the very first. They had cause to loots into it. this one 

has no serial, naturally. I also do not recall - and could have eiseed - the imsis for 

Rosen writing DeLoach about this and other matters wnieh bury it 4/22/68, p.3. 

We've got for eels what Levi pretended to want. 

nastily, 


